We continue the study of the reproducibility of Propp's annotations from Bod et al. (2012) . We present four experiments in which test subjects were taught Propp's annotation system; we conclude that Propp's system needs a significant amount of training, but that with sufficient time investment, it can be reliably trained for simple tales.
Introduction
In this article, we report on four experiments in which test subjects were taught Propp's formal system and assess the reproducibility of formalizations in Propp's system on the basis of our results. The results of the experiments allowed us to assess the reproducibility of formalizations in Propp's system. The article is a continuation of the research presented by Bod et al. (2012) where the first two of our four experiments were already discussed. In these two experiments, during which the test subjects had only a brief training session before annotating using Propp's system, we observed that the annotations had very little inter-annotator agreement and differed considerably from Propp's own annotations. In the third and fourth experiment, we trained the test subjects much more intensively, obtained much more inter-annotator agreement, and were even able to reproduce Propp's annotations on the function level. We also had to introduce some simplifications into the framework, and focused on tales whose structure is relatively simple. We discuss the differences between the results in this article and suggest that while Propp's system is not easily trainable (as Bod et al., 2012, argued) , it is trainable with a sufficient investment of time and effort.
In this article, we first describe our motivation in Section 2 and then discuss related work in Section 3 and Propp's formal system in Section 4. The main part of the article is Section 5, where we discuss the four experiments. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Motivation
Vladimir Propp's study Morphology of the Folktale was published in 1928 in Russian (second edition 1969); the English translations (1958; second edition 1968) made the work accessible in the West. The Morphology then inspired much work in folkloristics, literature, psychology, and artificial intelligence. Researchers in the fields of structuralism and later in the new field called computational models of narrative have extended the scope of the approach, and have developed and adapted the general Proppian methodology into formal and computational frameworks for the analysis, automated understanding, and generation of narratives (see, e.g. Rumelhart, 1975; Lehnert, 1981; Schank, 1982; Dyer, 1983; Turner, 1994) .
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in the methodological and conceptual issues involved in the computational study of narratives. For computational applications, formal structures are needed; a formal framework for representing narratives consists of a formal language, a class of mathematical structure, and a description of a procedure (called formalization by Löwe, 2011 ) of assigning to each narrative a structure. This procedure is not a function in the mathematical sense, but (the result of) an activity by trained formalizers who follow given guidelines.
A formal framework will always model some structural aspects of narratives, which may differ depending on the context of usage.
1 For the framework to be useful, it is necessary that given a narrative, there is substantial intersubjective agreement on the modelled structural aspects. As a side condition, we need to assume that the cultural context of recipients is sufficiently similar to warrant a similar interpretation of the narrative. Such intersubjective agreement would imply reproducibility, i.e. agreement of different annotators with respect to which formal structure is assigned to a given narrative. 2 As in psychology and computational linguistics, we assume such inter-rater (more precisely here: inter-annotator) agreement to be an indicator of the reliability or objectivity of a formal system. Here we use reliability and objectivity as in empirical social science research (cf. e.g. Bortz and Döring, 2002) ; if we assume that the test subjects are the measurers, i.e. the experimenters, then inter-rater agreement measures objectivity, if we assume that they are providing measurements assessed by the experimenters, then inter-rater agreement measures reliability.
In computational linguistics, inter-annotator agreement has been studied at all linguistic levels, but no such analysis has been done for the formalization of narratives, not even for Propp's Morphology of the Folktale, the oldest and bestknown formal approach (cf. Bod et al., 2011) . We focus on this formal framework due to its prominent place in the history of formal representations of narratives.
3 Related Work Bremond and Verrier (1982) document experiences when teaching Propp in depth. Reading their paper is very instructive and highlights many difficulties and inconsistencies of the system and corpus as presented by Propp, in particular with respect to atypical and complex tales. Bremond and Verrier's (1982) discussion was carried out in a seminar on Propp over a whole semester, so the training of the discussants was even more intensive than the training reported here, even for the experiments Propp III and IV discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Lendvai et al. (2010) discuss how linguistic information may be helpful in approaching the annotation in Propp's framework with machine learning.
Finlayson (2011) discusses learning Propp functions from an annotated corpus. This study is being continued (Finlayson, personal communication) by extending the corpus.
The original inspiration for the work reported in this article comes from the studies on inter-annotator agreement in computational linguistics, as documented by Bod et al. (2011) and discussed above. Lendvai et al.' s approach is comparable to ours insofar as it discusses the kind of linguistic information that may be used to determine the annotation. In the long run, one could compare the usefulness of certain data in machine learning and in working with test subjects. However, the article mainly describes preparations for a study whose results are not yet available.
The direction of Finlayson's (2011) approach is opposite to ours: a given representation by Propp is fit to a story, and if annotators agree it does not fit, it is adjusted. This is an attempt to test the plausibility of Propp's system, yet it is not designed to test the annotations annotators come up with when not primed by Propp's annotation; they might be completely different. In contrast to this approach, we are focussing on intersubjective agreement when the goal annotation is not known. Any procedure of validating Propp's annotation is complicated by the fact that Propp changed his strings from the first to the second edition (see also Section 5). For our approach, the fact that Propp strings differ between editions is not problematic since we are mainly interested in the agreement between test subjects rather than agreement with Propp.
Propp's Formal System
Working with a corpus of 100 Russian folktales from the collection of Narodnye Russkie Skazki by Alexander Afanas'ev (a selection is presented in English in Afanas'ev, 1973) , Vladimir Propp ( , 1968 3 developed a formal system that could describe the structure of each folktale by short annotation strings consisting of symbols representing what Propp calls functions.
The functions are tied to specific roles that characters may play within the tales, referred to as the dramatis personae. Not every dramatis persona occurs in each story, not every character represents a dramatis persona, some dramatis personae can be represented by the same character, and a dramatis persona can be represented by a group of characters acting together.
Propp identified seven 4 representing roles the characters may play within the tales. They are the hero (H), the villain (V), the princess (P), the dispatcher (Di), the donor (Do), the (magical) helper (MH), and the false hero (FH) (Propp, 1968, Chapter 3) .
The actions of the dramatis personae are described by a set of thirty-one functions described by Propp (1968, Chapter 3) by means of numbered examples, to which we refer as subfunctions. For example, the function Wedding (W) is summarized as follows: 'The Hero is married and ascends the throne.' and has, among others, the following subfunctions: '1. A bride and kingdom are awarded at once, or the hero receives half the kingdom at first, and the whole kingdom upon the death of the parents [. . .] .' and '6. The hero sometimes receives a monetary reward or some other form of compensation in place of the princess's hand [. . .] .' (Propp, 1968, 63f ; the summary is typeset in upper case in the original).
Functions are marked by symbols in the order of their occurrence in the folktale; the first seven functions, marked with lowercase Greek letters, are called the preliminary functions: b Absentation; g Interdiction; d Violation, e Reconnaissance, z Delivery, h Trickery, u Complicity. The preliminary functions are not fully developed by Propp (1968) and are not included in Propp's own annotation strings. The annotated functions are as follows: A Villainy, a Lack, B Mediation, C Beginning counteraction, " Departure, D First function of the Donor, E Hero's reaction, F Provision or receipt of magical agent, G Spatial transference between two kingdoms, H Struggle, J Branding, I Victory,
Wedding. Most of the Proppian functions represent events, or in Propp's nomenclature acts.
5 The only one that does not necessarily (but still often) represents an event in the story is the function Lack.
Functions occur in strict sequential order, i.e. they have to occur in the folktale in the order they are given in the list above. In his own annotations, Propp often uses double subfunctions, e.g. B the subfunctions '2. The hero is dispatched directly' and '4. Misfortune is announced' (Propp, 1968, p. 37, original italics) .
The status of the subfunctions is not completely clear: Propp states that in general, they are non-exhaustive even for his corpus, 6 but occasionally mentions that he gives all examples of a function that he found (cf. Propp, 1968, p . 50f on function G). Subfunctions mainly serve to illustrate abstraction: Propp's functions are formal symbols which have an intensional label that is often too restrictive for the task; e.g. a Wedding can comprise just monetary rewards (w 0 ) (but it would be in clear violation of Propp's intention to consider the death of the donor a wedding), in which case the princess's role need not be filled, and the donor's refusing to transfer a magical helper (F neg ) can fulfill the same function (First Function of the Donor) as transferring it. In our experiments, we only gave test subjects the subfunctions which Propp gives in the arabic-numbered lists of chapter III.
7 However, subfunctions are also supposedly relevant for dependencies between functions, so that e.g. the subtype of H 'Struggle' and I 'Victory' generally match (Propp, 1968, p. 109) .
Propp explains mutual dependencies of functions (Propp, 1968, p. 108ff ) with respect to subfunctions, but also explains that any function can be omitted, 8 and licenses certain inversions (most notably, the reception of the helper as DEF before the villainy A or lack a (Propp, 1968, p. 107) .
A further source of complexity of Propp's system is the fact that formal frameworks of narrative normally do not apply to the text level of a narrative, but to a more semantic level referred to as story (Todorov). Generally, the discourse (Todorov) of the narrative will not represent all the events of the story, so that annotation cannot be assumed to apply directly to the text. Hence, Propp sometimes notes that a function can be inferred by the reader , and it is not marked in the table of annotations that there is an inference. Sometimes he assumes that a function is not present and hence not shown in the function string, yet there are also intermediate cases of assimilation (Propp 1968, Chapter 4) and 'rudiments' (e.g. Propp, 1968, pp. 97, 133) . Regarding inference, Finlayson (2011) notes regarding what he calls 'implicit functions': ' [Propp] gives no way to identify when they happen, and marks them inconsistently. ' (p. 56; later, p. 73 , he proceeds by merging pairs of functions in which one often appears as implicit E À F and H À I into one function, which is justified by their tendency to co-occur).
In the full Proppian system, there are a few specific ways to break strict sequentiality (Propp, 1968 , Section IX.D): The most important one is that some folktales contain a series of individual tale units, called moves, which contain their own sequential list of functions. Examples are trebling, the triple repetition of moves within the tale, and moves in which a magical agent is obtained in the first move but only used in the second move of the tale.
Propp summarizes his system in the following formula, which abstracts from interdependencies, repetitions of (groups of) functions, and does not show that Propp allows omitting any function and relaxes order in some cases, as mentioned above. Propp, 1969, p. 95; 1972a, p. 104; 1972b, p. 130) This expression shows that Propp distinguishes two kinds of tales: those involving struggle and victory (H; I) and those involving a difficult task with its resolution (M; N). According to Bremond and Verrier (1982) , the whole framework is designed to fit the first kind of stories.
11 Whether or not we share the critical note of their text, for experimental purposes, special attention has to be paid to comparison of stories of the two different types; in this study we choose H; I rather than M; N for an experiment.
Designing an annotation measure for Propp's system is not trivial, as (Finlayson, 2011, 57f) observes: 'Propp's monograph was not intended as an annotation at all, but rather a theory of narrative'.
There are two difficulties when choosing and justifying a concrete measure of inter-annotator agreement. First, as mentioned above in this section, Propp's system operates on a 'hidden layer' (story) rather than on the textual layer, as explained above, where furthermore text spans corresponding to functions can be very long or very short. Also, large spans of the text (and hence: a good part of the events) may go unlabelled in Propp's system, and will then be omitted from the structure, as noted and criticized by Bremond and Verrier (1982) . This fact was also observed as a quantitative outcome of the experiments reported here as Propp II and III (Sections 5.3 and 5.4: test subjects annotated between 4 and 74% of the sentences of a story, but except for one annotation per story, all stayed below 40%, and the means per story were between 10% for the longest story (Seven Semyons; labels are explained in the next section) and 33% for the shortest (Nikita).
Secondly, Propp's system contains dependencies between the functions and hierarchical elements (moves)
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, and therefore any statistical analysis of inter-annotator agreement would have to reflect these dependencies. Since standard statistical accounts of inter-annotator agreement do not respect this property, it is not trivial to choose a formula (cf. Artstein and Poesio, 2008) . We therefore decided not to calculate a precise number for inter-annotator agreement, but use it as an intuitive concept, and thus avoid the need to justify the choice of a specific measure.
Empirical Work
The following empirical studies were conducted as group experiments: A group of test subjects was trained in Propp's system, and then asked to apply the training to tales from Afanas'ev's corpus.
We first report on the two experiments that were conducted first (Propp I and II, covered in Bod et al., 2012) , and then turn to the later experiments that incorporated lessons learned from the first experiments (Propp III and IV).
Method and Material

Procedure and Data
In all experiments, test subjects were trained in the Proppian framework and then asked to annotate two to four of the folktales formalized in Propp (1968) .
Major changes between the development of the experiments were the following: (1) the time devoted to the training of test subjects was increased from 45 minutes in Propp I and II to 5 hours in Propp III and IV, the presentation of the Proppian system and the way of discussing example stories was extended and deepened, and (2) the kind of data that we gathered from the test subjects were slightly different. The first type of changes also reflects how the present authors' understanding of Propp's system changed during the process. Regarding the second change: the primary focus was always on gathering the string resulting from Proppian annotation, but in Propp I (group 1), III, and IV, we also asked for the subfunctions; in Propp II and III, emphasis in the training was put on annotating spans of text; Propp II and IV asked for the assignment of the dramatis personae. Table 1 gives an overview of some changes in the experiments. Changes will also be explained in detail in the respective sections.
Material
We were naturally confined to material from Propp's corpus, which is a subset of Afanas'ev's collections of Russian fairytales (Narodnye Russkie Skazki). Criteria for the selection of stories were the following.
First, the story had to be available in an English translation; later, when we did the experiments in Germany, we also used German translations. 13 Second, Propp's annotation of the story should have no repetition and not more than one move, 14 and retain strict sequential ordering; it should also use relatively few functions (we started with stories of six to eight functions, see Table 2 ). Third (this was decided after the first experiment discussed below, Section 5.3), the story had to be short, in order to keep the amount of annotation time within reasonable bounds.
We used the folktales The Seven Semyons, 147, Shabarsha, 151, and Ivan the Bear's Son, 152, Nikita the Tanner, 148, and Ivan Popyalov, 135; in the following, we refer to these folktales as Semyons 15 , Shabarsha, and Ivanko, Nikita, and Popyalov. In Propp I, we also used the folktale The Enchanted Princess, but because of its length, it took considerably more time to annotate than the other stories and was hence not reused; we ignore it in the following discussion. An overview of the use of the stories is in Table 2 .
The English translations we worked with were Gutermann's (Afanas'ev 1973) for Semyons, Ivanko, and The Enchanted Princess, and Cook's (Afanas'ev 1985b) for Shabarsha; Popyalov was translated by William Ralston Shedden Ralston (no year).
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From Propp III on, we also used German translations. These were printed in parallel (paragraphs aligned) in Propp III, and only German versions were used in Propp IV. For Ivanko, Semyons, and Shabarsha, we prepared translations of the stories from the English versions, originally for use in another experiment reported by Fisseni and Löwe (2014) . For Popyalov and Nikita the Tanner, we used translations from Afanas'ev (2008).
Propp's Own Annotation
We give Propp's annotation here, for reference and because some comments on the strings are in order.
One important issue when working with Propp's annotation is that strings differ between the first and second edition of Propp's work; we used the German edition (Propp 1972a ) as a reference for the second edition. In cases of doubt, we also consulted the Russian first edition and the second Russian edition. Strings are quoted using the symbols of the English edition.
As mentioned, Propp's annotations only contain the function strings and do not include the preliminary functions a-u. Therefore, we do not take the preliminary functions into account for comparison between Propp's original strings and the strings produced by the test subjects.
The first edition has a W Ã À (Wedding without accession to the throne, but negated, which one could interpret to reflect Nikita's refusing rewards); this was dropped in the second edition.
The inversion (F 2 before C) was not present in the first edition of Propp's work; subfunction for receiving the magical helper was different: F 
E, used in experiment; t, used in training; -, not used; (N/A), not applicable.
Remarks on Story Similarity
Ivanko and Shabarsha are superficially similar as they revolve around tricking devils inhabiting a lake (even with similar tricks), but have quite different Proppian annotations. Nikita and Shabarsha are almost identical with respect to Propp's annotation (not considering subfunctions), but they are superficially quite different: Nikita is a classical hero who slays a dragon to save a princess and the whole empire, while farm hand Shabarsha tricks devils into giving him a lot of money to economically support his master.
Popyalov is superficially closer to Nikita (since it also involves dragon slaying), but has a much more complicated course of events.
The Notion of Stability
As it is not possible to do a serious statistical analysis on the basis of few annotations, we instead do a mostly qualitative analysis based on very simple quantitative data. We say that a function occurs stably if it is in more than half of the annotations. We further distinguish strong stability when the marked text of the annotators overlaps for more than half of the test subjects, and weak otherwise.
Doing such a qualitative analysis is most important for Propp I and II, where no two strings produced by the test subjects are the same, and comparison would have to be per function; calculations of statistics per function, however, are not useful there because of the variation in the assignment of dramatis personae and the small amount of data. Using the notion of stability, we can construct a majority string consisting of those functions that were listed by the majority of test subjects.
For the later experiments, showing stability is still helpful, and the strings are so similar that calculating agreement is not really interesting. It is also interesting to see to what extent different spans triggered the same functions.
Propp I
Test subjects were trained in the Proppian framework and then asked to annotate four of the folktales formalized in Propp (1968) . An annotation in Propp I consisted of (1) the assignment of story characters to the dramatis personae, and (2) a list of either only the functions (group 1) or also the subfunctions (group 2) occurring in the folktale.
Procedure
We had nine test subjects, all students of the Universiteit van Amsterdam, and all with native or near-native competence of English. We split them into two groups: Test subjects 1-5 were in group 1 (no subfunction marking), and test subjects 6-9 were in group 2 (subfunction marking). Test subjects were instructed that the experiment would last 3 hours and received a moderate financial compensation for participation.
The experiment started with a 45 minutes introduction to Propp's system given by a native speaker of English supported by a projector presentation explaining the relevant fragment of Propp's system. Only a selection of the subfunctions was included (labelled 'examples' for group 1 and 'subfunctions' for group 2). We analyzed a simple example story, of our own design, as an illustration of how the functions and dramatis personae interact; discussion and questions were encouraged. Brief definitions of the dramatis personae and a condensed version of the function definitions were distributed as a leaflet for use during the annotation. The leaflet also included a brief historical background on Propp and his system, including: a direct reference to the sequential nature of the functions, that the same character can serve as more than one dramatis persona and that the entire story must be read to completion before the task of assigning dramatis personae should commence.
Results
We give the results of the assignments of dramatis personae in Table 3 . The results indicate that the test subjects did not fully understand the Proppian scheme. Note in particular the variation in the three main dramatis personae, Hero, Villain, and Princess. Especially having Shabarsha as both Hero and Villain (and potentially False Hero) at the same time is in violation with one of the principles of Propp's framework, as is the coupling of Shabarsha with his adversary, the Little Devil. Also the lack of correspondence between the Donor and the Magical Helper shows that the intention of Propp's system was not clear at all.
Correspondingly, the annotation strings vary widely and are given in Table 4 (subfunctions are marked by superscripts, with a missing subfunction marked by 1 ). The strings are also longer than Propp's strings (compare an average of 14.2, 13.2, and 12.8 functions with the Propp's of 6, 8, and 8 for Ivanko, Semyons, and Shabarsha, respectively), because test subjects could not filter out the functions relevant for the structure of the tale (in Propp's sense). 
Methodological Conclusion
Four out of nine test subjects reported that the generated example story was considerably simpler than the folktales. The generated story was quite short, but every sentence of the text (very straightforwardly) corresponded to (at least) one of Propp's functions. The variation in the assignment of characters to dramatis personae suggests that the description of the dramatis personae was not precise enough. For Table 4 The annotation strings for the three folktales in Propp I (cf. note 15) instance, our description of the hero used the relative clause 'who is good'. Arguably, Shabarsha's behaviour in Shabarsha cannot be described as 'good', which caused some of the variation in the assignment of the hero.
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A number of functions are consistently annotated which do not show up in Propp's own annotations. On the other hand, we see that some of Propp's functions show up in all or almost all annotations strings: e.g. ", H, I, K, and # are reliably reproduced in the Ivanko annotation strings. However, since we do not know which events in the tale the annotators marked with these functions, we cannot be sure whether these are actual reproductions of Propp's assignments.
Propp II
The experiment Propp II was a modified version of Propp I, taking the problems discussed in Section 5.2 into account.
The main changes to Propp I were: the test subjects were given the assignment of dramatis personae; subfunctions were not discussed at all; the example story now was from Propp's own corpus. As Propp only recorded the annotation strings, we extrapolated his choice of dramatis personae (see Table 5 ).
We used Shabarsha, Ivanko, and Semyons for the experiment and Popyalov for training. An annotation of a folktale in Propp II consisted of (1) a list of the functions occurring in the folktale, and (2) marked text passages for each of the functions that occurred, in order to tie function identification to events in the story.
Procedure
We had six test subjects, all students of the Universiteit van Amsterdam, and all with native or near-native competence of English. Test subjects were instructed that the experiment would last 3 hours and received a moderate financial compensation for participation.
The experiment started with a 45-minutes introduction to Propp's system as before, but was improved by giving short descriptions of the dramatis personae roughly based on Propp's original text and the descriptions of the functions (with subfunctions labelled as 'examples') from Propp's text. During the training, we analyzed Popyalov. Again the condensed version of the dramatis personae and functions was distributed as a leaflet to for use during the annotation; the leaflet given was the same as in Propp I, e.g. it contained the same subset of the subfunctions listed as 'examples', the historical background, etc. Test subjects were given the generated assignment of characters to the dramatis personae together with each folktale.
Results
We give the results of the function annotation in Table 6 . The annotation strings are noticeably shorter than in Propp I (on average 6.8 functions per annotator, compared with 13.4 functions in Propp I and 7.3 functions in the original Propp strings), and more similar to Propp's own strings, but we still do not have matching strings among the test subjects.
In Ivanko, b, I, and # were strongly stable, and " and H were weakly stable (of which all are annotated by Propp); in Shabarsha, a and " were strongly stable and H and I were weakly stable (of which ", H, and I were annotated by Propp); in Semyons, a, B, G, and W were strongly stable and " and K were weakly stable. Note that in both Ivanko and Shabarsha, there is a strongly stable function not annotated by Propp (B and a, respectively). 
Discussion
Most likely, a reason for the much longer strings in Propp I was the assignment of superfluous dramatis personae by the test subjects in that experiment. By fixing the dramatis personae ourselves, we controlled this source of variation. Other than that, the strings are still very different and contain a lot of noise.
Methodological Conclusion
The differences between Propp I and Propp II show that the assignment of the characters to the dramatis personae has an important effect on the assignment of the functions. Even with pre-assigned dramatis personae, there are marked differences between Propp's and the test subjects' annotations, and among the test subjects. Some of this effect can be explained by the vagueness of the description of Propp's functions: remember (cf. Section 4) that subfunction 6 of W (Wedding) is listed as 'Other form of compensation like a monetary reward'. This vague description fits in much more general situations than Propp apparently intended. Making these vague descriptions understandable for the test subjects may require considerably more time and training than we gave the test subjects in our experiments. The detailed study of human annotations of Propp's framework highlights weaknesses such as vague descriptions of dramatis personae and functions, and in general, points to some important obstacles for an automatization of the process of formalization in a computational setting.
Propp III
Experiment description
The experiment Propp III was a modification of Propp II, adjusting for the problems highlighted in the preceding section: it emphasized the overall system, thus suggesting a more top-down approach, and trying to reduce the vagueness of the definitions provided for the atoms of the system (functions, dramatis personae) and their interconnectedness.
We changed to only two folktales, reusing Shabarsha (151) and adding Nikita (148). An annotation in Propp III consisted of (1) a sequential list of the functions, including subfunctions, and (2) marked text passages for each of the functions that occurred.
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The main changes from Propp II were: the test subjects were not given the dramatis personae assignment; subfunctions were discussed and required, the complete set of subfunctions were given; there were two example stories used, both from Propp's corpus. As noted in Section 5.3, the assignment of the dramatis personae was not part of Propp's annotation.
Procedure
The experiment was carried out in a weekend seminar on formal approaches to narrative of the programme Stipendiaten machen Programm by the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes. We had nine test subjects, all of them part of the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes programme, most of them undergraduate students. Test subjects were instructed that the experiment would take place in English and was comprised of two parts, 3 hours of teaching Propp's morphology followed by 2 hours of an annotation experiment (including the annotation of the two stories in two extremely simple formalizations).
During Propp III, we discussed Propp's system in more detail than in Propp I and II and highlighted the interdependency of function pairs on the one hand, and of functions and dramatis personae on the other hand. Subfunctions were discussed.
The experiment started with a 3-hour introduction of Propp's system given by a native speaker of English (the same individual who provided the instruction in Propp I and II) supported by a projector presentation. We gave short descriptions of Propp's dramatis personae based on Propp's original text and the character functions. Here, we moved to seven dramatis personae, merging the Princess and Princess's Father, as is more commonly done. Each function was discussed including every subfunction. Popular culture examples of the functions were given (e.g. Disney animated features or Joanne K. Rowling's Harry Potter book series); sometimes an improvised tale about a magic goat was used for examples. The test subjects were instructed to ask questions throughout, making sure that the group had understood the definition of a function before moving on. The test subjects were given the folktale (Ivan Popyalov, 135) from the Propp corpus, and tasked with reading it at least two times, while 'thinking about how to annotate the story', the group then worked together to annotate the story, with Propp's original string given at the end of discussion. Subsequently the test subjects were given the folktale (The Seven Seymons, see note 15) and participated in a mock experiment, followed by a group discussion of the participant's and Propp's annotation strings.
The test subjects were then given 90 minutes, 45 min per folktale, to annotate the two experimental folktales, within an environment similar to a written exam, i.e. silence and no notes. The guidelines leaflet was not used, as all subfunctions were listed on the annotation forms.
Group discussion
The initial annotation of Ivan Popyalov showed more disagreement between test subjects on what constitutes the presence of a function. The group engaged in a discussion amongst each other and with the instructor to achieve consensus on a string produced by the group; afterwards, they discussed where their string differed from the one provided by Propp and why.
Both example stories happened to include, in Propp's annotation, the function F 3 : The provision or receipt of a magical agent -the agent is prepared. This particular subfunction was the source of much of the discussion, as it allows for the sequential nature of the annotations to be broken, and it is not clear from Propp's descriptions what constitutes 'prepared' versus incidental nascent ability of the hero. As seen in the results, three test subjects annotated one story as containing F 3 , while most others (and Propp) did not. This lends credibility that the function/subfunction pairing is troublesome, at the least.
The test subjects tended to immediate agreement at the functional level though there was less agreement at the subfunctional level. For example, the group was in agreement that the tale contained an instance of function K Liquidation: 'The initial misfortune of lack is liquidated'. However the group was split between it being K 1 The object of a search is seized by the use of force or cleverness, or K 2 The object of search is obtained by several personages at once, through a rapid interchange of their actions, with one individual arguing for K 8 . The object of search is obtained with the help of enticements. In the tale the seven Semyons trick the princess to get on board their ship with the promise of beautiful jewels and a cat. Each in turn uses their unique skills to escape with the princess on board unscathed, and without being followed by her kingdom's navy.
Results
We give the results of the function annotation in Tables 7 and 8 . We observe that the strings are very uniform, with most only differing by one or two functions. There are few functions not annotated by Propp and there is a high correlation between the experimenter and Propp's strings. In Shabarsha, every function in Propp's string except for fl was stable. These results contrast the conclusions we drew from Propp I and II.
The text of the story does not include an explicit return, though it does end with Shabarsha leading a rich life. The only test subject, out of nine, to include this function in their annotation string (1) commented: 'most likely, but it doesn't say it in the text'. This is clearly the case of an implicit function: Nowhere in the tale is it said that Shabarsha returned to his master (text level); however, it can be inferred (and included in the story) that he returned home because staying at the lake seems implausible, and it is reported that he lived in wealth.
In Nikita, we see a similar comment (9) 'Most likely [K 10 , i.e. A captive is freed], but it does not say directly that the tsar's daughter was freed'.
The choice of what text span supports the functions varies substantially between annotators. This was especially apparent with the implicit functions. In addition, some test subjects chose to annotate a discrete act/event that could indicate the presence of the function, while some others annotated the entire scene in which the function took place, and others still somewhere in between; examples are H in Shabarsha and I, and to a lesser extent H and I, in Nikita. For some functions, delineation of the events seems unclear (B-› and I-fl in Shabarsha and K=fl in Nikita), so that spans are annotated as overlapping.
We note that the annotated spans of text still wildly differ on length, and overlap. Though we have functional agreement by the annotators, what text corresponds to the presence of a function is still non-uniform.
While the test subjects agree on the presence of the functions, almost uniformly, the annotated spans were not as uniform. For example, the function H 'Struggle' is mostly annotated as one of the following two sentences, which are very close, and semantically overlapping.
(1) The dragon, seeing that he could not avoid trouble, went out to fight in the open field. Nikita fought him for a long time or a short time; in any event, he defeated him.
This again reflects that the Proppian functions exist on the story level, while the annotations (must) occur at the text level.
The training in Propp III did not cover the interdependencies, and mutual exclusions between functions. Test subject (4) submitted a string that included both A Villainy and a Lack. Propp's framework has both of these functions as discrete 'initiating incidents', i.e. the corpus can be divided between villainy tales and lack tales. Similarly test subject (5) included an inversion function as well as an impossible string M À N, where the annotation spans were in inverted order, while the string was written in sequential order.
Methodological conclusion
The results of Propp III are in contrast to the results from Propp I and II. By increasing the training time substantially, and focusing on the known problematic areas of Propp's framework, we can get much closer to the original Proppian string, and more importantly the test subjects produce very similar, if not the same, strings. However, this focused intensive training indicates that the Proppian framework is not natural, but is (at least) understandable.
We also note that Propp III was part of a weekend seminar on formal approaches to narrative for which the participants had to sign up. Therefore, participants were not a representative sample of the student population, but a selection of students who make a considerable time commitment to learn about this particular topic. In addition, the test subjects had a general introduction to narratological questions with an added potential effect on their understanding of the framework.
Propp IV
Experiment description
We conducted another experiment in a setting similar to Propp III, at a Sommerakademie of the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes, where the first and third authors were teaching a course on formal and computational approaches to narrative. Before the Propp training, test subjects had spent 1 week (5 days, total of at least 15 work hours) getting to know basic narratology and some formal approaches (e.g. Plot Units by Lehnert, 1981 , Story Grammars from Rumelhart, 1975 , Move Grammars of Pavel, 1982 , and the system by Labov, 1997 ).
An annotation in Propp IV consisted of (1) a Propp string and (2) a table of dramatis personae. We did not ask for the Princess's Father.
Procedure
The training was similar to Propp III, but was administered to a group of 18 native German speakers in German by two native German speakers; the function list used the short descriptions from Propp (1972a) , accordingly. The first part lasted one morning session (about 3 hours) with in-depth discussion of the Proppian system and an example story analysis; the second part consisted of an experiment-like 1-hour training session. Both parts made use of the experiences of the previous experiments. After this, a discussion about another part of the course and a coffee break took up about 1.5 h. Then, 2 hours were used for the experiment.
In the training, annotation of concrete text spans was less important than the discussion of functionhood, presence of functions, exhaustivity of the subfunction inventory. Furthermore, the training taught a clear bottom up approach: starting from key functions like A/a Villainy/Lack and K Liquidation or W Wedding move to the identification of hero (and potentially villain) and other dramatis personae, then continue to find the other functions. During the training, Propp's text Propp (1972a) was available to the test subjects; the introductory chapter was discussed during training.
In this experiment, stories were only given in German, but the versions used were the same as above: Ivan Popyalov for a first training, The Seven Semyons in an experiment-like situation and finally both Nikita the Tanner and Shabarsha during the experiment on the next day.
Results
As in Propp III, there is considerable agreement among test subjects, and the agreement with Propp is remarkable: ignoring the subfunctions, the stable strings (i.e. the string of those functions annotated by the majority of test subject) matches almost exactly with Propp's. Results are given in Tables 9 and 10 , where the stable strings are juxtaposed to Propp's strings. Most test subjects did not annotate text spans in a useful way, so that we do not report corresponding results.
Regarding the theme of story -discourse from the discussion of Propp III: the function fl is missing again for the majority of test subjects, which to us confirms that its 'implicit' presence (as described in the previous experiment) makes it difficult to detect for formalizers. Furthermore, two test subjects noted that functions were implicit, namely K (Liquidation) is implicit: this is not implausible, as Shabarsha initially wants to get money for his master, but during the story Shabarsha does not return to his master, as just pointed out.
The lists of dramatis personae (see Tables 11  and 12 ) is now quite uniform, much more than for Propp I (see Table 3 ), similar to Propp III. The main question seems to be which of the devils is the villain in Shabarsha, which is quite irrelevant for the function assignment. During the training, the fact that multiple characters could fill the same dramatis persona slot was not explicitly addressed, though it was the case in the example story Semyons.
Overall, the minor roles of dispatcher, donor, and magical helper seem to be the most difficult; but even there, there is little noise and much agreement. Some decisions are still surprising in several respects and may highlight difficulties of the system: First, there are some assignments that are not in line with Propp's intentions, at least for Shabarsha: the devil cannot be the donor, even though he gives gold to Shabarsha, because the donor generally occurs in a phase that prepares the main story, and provides means to fulfil his quest/task; despite Propp's statement that almost any function can be omitted, Propp's own annotations never end with a D. Secondly, test subject 2 has an alternative set of dramatis personae (given as 2* in Table 12 ), where the devil and Shabarsha exchange roles; interestingly, no alternative list of functions is provided, even though this would be necessary with the different assignment of dramatis personae. One test subject notes that Shabarsha could be a false hero because of his trick; in a way this may be an artefact of the vague formulation that the hero presents 'unfounded claims' (Propp, 1968, p. 60) . Test subject 4 notes that Shabarsha could be a false hero (and the devil a hero that loses) because the tale ends with Shabarsha's beer and mead being bad. However, both analyses follow our colloquial understanding of hero, but seem to contradict the whole system, which only permits a false hero if a hero is also present, and where false heroes are always unmasked.
Methodological problem: dramatis personae
In the experiments which required the test subjects to provide dramatis personae, i.e. Propp I and IV, the nature of what can, and cannot, be a dramatis persona was not well understood, e.g. the donor is not just the person who transfers a good, but said transfer has to be in the actual functions that correspond to the sphere of action of the donor. This confusion was most apparent with the role of the Princess. The princess is often the 'object of search' for the hero's quest, and the functions in her sphere of action reflect this. However Propp's framework only allows characters, that is, things that fill the actor role, to be dramatis personae. Thus quests Table 9 Propp strings for Shabarsha in Propp IV which involve an 'object of search' which is not an acting character do not contain a Princess. Similarly, not all tales which have a character which is a princess contain, or have said princess fill the role of, a Princess.
There is also a tension between the dramatis personae as a category restricted to agents, and the fact that the variable slots in some functions normally take a dramatis persona. When Wedding corresponds to a monetary reward, one is tempted to conceptualize the money as analogue to the princess. However, the money cannot perform actions, and hence cannot be dramatis persona, so that the dramatis personae assignment appears as an artefact of the formalization process, so that it may be useful to drop this part of the experiment for further experiments.
All these problems may show that despite training, the abstract meaning of the dramatis personae is difficult to convey to test subjects and the colloquial intension of the terms (cf. note 4) is difficult to get rid of.
Methodological conclusion
We interpret our data to show that giving theoretical background and teaching Propp in depth Table 10 Propp strings for Nikita in Propp IV Regarding K 1 (ts 10) and K 10 (ts 7), we find a remark that the test subject considered these as (potentially, 10) implicit. allowed test subjects to annotate simple stories in his system consistently.
General discussion
During the experiments, the level of expertise of the experimenters with respect to Propp's system and how to teach it increased. The group discussions revealed methodological issues for training test subjects in Propp's framework, e.g. our experience informed us which issues required more intensive discussion during the training, and this helped us to improve our training. Methodologically, this means that the experiments are not directly comparable, but the observations presented here allow us to assess the reproducibility of Propp's system. Two aspects are particularly important.
First, the abstract nature of both the functions and the dramatis personae is not easy to apprehend, as it requires us to ignore or suppress the naïve natural language meaning of the labels (e.g. Wedding) to a large extent. The interdependent definition of the functions and dramatis personae must be stressed. Secondly, it is important to emphasize that functions are not only defined by their content, but in addition by their place in the story (cf. the quote in note 5). This is one of the 
Conclusions
We conclude from our results that Propp's system is not easily grasped, and does indeed need relatively sophisticated training. Given the complexity of narrative both as a phenomenon and as a concept, Only roles that were assigned by at least one test subject are in the table.
German Teufel (devil(s)) is ambiguous between singular and plural. We indicate ambiguity by adding (s) in the translation where neither context nor determiners/adjectives disambiguate the number. Row 2*: alternative assignment of dramatis personae by subject 2 Row 12, regarding means of existence: cf. the formulation by Propp (1968, p. 35f) this is to be expected; however, we also could isolate some of its difficulties, as has just been discussed. When reviewing our data, we understood better that the interpretation of text-spans assigned to functions is also not trivial because Propp's system works on the story level rather than the discourse level. This is a theoretically important point that must be respected when tales are annotated and used in machine learning, but also for human understanding: one could discuss whether genre expectations lead us to infer certain events such as Shabarsha's returned, discussed above. Such interaction of levels, and of top-down and bottom-up constraints in narrative interpretations is an important and well-known challenge for computational modelling.
7 Future Work
Future work could go in two directions: deeper investigation of Propp's system, and turning to other systems.
We have deliberately used simple tales in our Propp experiments (where we defined 'simple' in terms of the complexity of Propp's original annotation string). Now that we established learnability, it would be interesting to see whether agreement can also be achieved on more difficult tales. However, we should also keep in mind that this would turn our research into the evaluation of one particular system. Even if it is a venerable and admirably pioneering system, it would be at least as important to turn to other candidates for narrative frameworks.
Especially frameworks that have been designed for a special purpose such as Plot Units or Story Grammars (both designed to help summarization) should be put to a similar test of inter-annotator agreement.
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